The subtraction detection techniques for a hybrid SCM spectral-amplitude-coding (SAC) OCDMA using double weight (DW) code family are investigated. The experimental simulation results show that the proposed new subtraction detection technique provides a better system performance.
Introduction
Multi-access interference (MAI) is the main factor of performance degradation in OCDMA system. Thus, SAC-OCDMA system was proposed because of its ability to eliminate the influence of NIAI by using codes with fixed in-phase cross correlation. [1] .
Modified quadratic congruence codes (MQC), M-sequence codes, modified frequency hopping (MFH) and double weight codes (DW) have been proposed for such applications. The ability to totally suppress the M\AI is due to the employment of complementary subtraction techniques for codes with a fixed in-phase cross correlation [2] . Therefore it is desirable to develop a detection scheme with reduced insertion loss, while at the same time providing the MAI elimination capability. In this paper, a new and simpler detection scheme known as AND subtraction is proposed. It The complementary of sequence (X) is given by (X) whose elements are obtained from (X) by Xi -xi.
LetX= 0011andY =0110andtherefore X =1100.
The periodic cross-correlation sequence between (X) and (Y) is similar to Equation (1) and is expressed as:
The sequences required are as:
At the receiver, the photodetectors will detect the two complementary inputs which will be fed to the subtractor whose cross-correlation output, Z and can be expressed as:
There will be no more cross-correlation at the output of the subtractor when ZComplementaty= 0. Thus, there is no more signal from other users in the intended channel. 
Equation (5) Figure 3 shows the BER performance carried out against the transmission distance taken at the lowest and highest subcarrier frequencies, 0.3 IHGz and 1.21GHz, respectively. It can be seen that BER increases with the transmission distance. A longer fiber provides a larger dispersion and attenuation thus increasing the error rate. The results for the system using AND subtraction shows better BER compared to the complementary subtraction technique. It is found that the system using complementary subtraction technique could perform sufficiently well up to lOkm only and AND subtraction up to 30km. Figure 4 shows the effect of transmitted input power on the system performance taken at subcarrier frequencies of 0.31GHz and 1.21GHz. The distance of the optical fiber is set at 1Okm. Taking the BER threshold of 10-9, the system with AND subtraction could perform sufficiently well even when the transmitted power is at -5dBm whereas for the complementary subtraction the transmitted power should set at OdBm or higher. 4 
Conclusion
In this paper, a new AND detection technique based on subtraction technique has been proposed. The performance of the hybrid SCM SAC-OCDMA system with the new AND subtraction technique using DW code family has been presented. The results of the experimental simulation have proved that the new AND subtraction technique provides a better performance than the complementary subtraction technique. The performance of the system improved significantly because the total power loss is reduced as AND subtraction technique requires less number of filters in the decoder.
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